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Datasheet  - Recycling bins – Basic

years  ALICANTE Recycling
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White
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White
pedal 45L

Gray
standard 65L

Gray
pedal 45L

Gray
standard 45L

HANDS-FREE

11 kg10 kg

850 mm750 mm

365 mm 255 mm
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45L (pedal)65L (standard)

8 kg
255 mm

255 mm

750 mm

45L (standard)

 

Inner ring
bag holder

Open top 65L
(standard)

Pedal
(flap version)

Flap operated
by pedal system

frontal adhesive
(accessory)

AVAILABLE LIDS

EXAMPLE RECYCLING STATION

DETAILS

Open top 45L
(standard)



 - Elegant bin with an excellent value for money which can be used by itself or forming recycling stations.*
 - Self-extinguishing certified
 - Two capacities available:

          · 45L (square shape).
          · 65L (rectangular shape).
 - Collection system: hinged inner ring bag holder joined to the body of the bin.
 - Available two lid versions :

          · Open lid 45L y 65L (standard)
          · Self-closing flap actued by peal system 45L.
 - Hinged lid with waste identification included.
 - Body available in white or in aluminum grey.
 - Can be wall mounted with the wall-mounting kit 
 - Rubber feet included
 - Can be fixed to the ground with 2 M6 expanding bolts (not included).
 - Made of 1 and 2 mm cold rolled steel plates which have been hot dip galvanized.
 - It includes a thermo-heating polyester powder coated finish 
 - Hinges and inner ring bag holder made of zinc plated steel.
 - Easy emptying system: our bins must be safe, ergonomic and clean. This bin has been designed and produced with an 

ergonomic and efficient emptying system which reduce the bag’s risk of ripping during the emptying.
 - Accessories: frontal waste adhesives, wall-mounting kit and ground anchor bolts kit
 - Suitable to be used indoor and outdoor under normal weather conditions. In case of extreme weather conditions, such as high 

salinity, temperature or humidity, an additional special treatment can be included. Check extra cost and MOQ.
 - Guaranteed reliability: this product has satisfactorily exceeded functionality and endurance tests under real environmental and 

usage conditions.
*Pedal and standard versions have different heights so they cannot be joined to form a mixed recycling island with both versions.
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